The article highlights the actual theoretical and methodological issues of communicative grammar from the point of view of the "new" communicative trend in teaching Russian as a foreign language considering the anthropocentric worldview of the contemporary humanitarian discourse. The relevance of the stated problem is caused by the absence in the modern methodological and anthropological "picture of the world" of clear criteria for description for the separation of the "traditional" and "non-traditional" approach to communicative grammar. The authors raise the question of the continuity of methodological traditions, tracing the development of the communicative approach, revealing its theoretical prerequisites and "involvement" in the modern anthropological paradigm of humanitarian discourse. Relative-comparative methods, the use of discourse analysis techniques allowed the authors of the article to approach the anthropocentric (cultural) understanding of the reasons for shifting the interests of grammarians from the device of the language system (traditional grammar) to its functioning ("non-traditional grammar" or grammar of the "speaker"). Despite the significant differences between the three main "nontraditional" approaches (functional-communicative grammar, the theory of functional grammar and the applied theory of functional-communicative syntax), their basis is the orientation toward text and immersion in the discursive space of the language being studied. The main result of this research is the understanding of the phenomenal essence of communicative grammar as a linguistic and cultural fact, and the practical way out is the use of the methodological principles of communicative grammar as a nucleus in the modern linguodidactic model in the study of the Russian language as a foreign language.
Introduction
The phenomenality of grammar as a phenomenon consists in the multidimensionality of contact points with the anthropological picture of the world. A talking, thinking, feeling person is the main character in the world and in the language. His comprehension of the world, his attitude to other people and the phenomena of the world are expressed in the language and speech media he chooses. At the end of the 20th century, the idea of the anthropocentric orientation of linguistics is universally accepted. There is an identification of the speaker's thought organization and the process of optimal information transfer at the level of modern humanitarian discourse. The accumulated knowledge, materials, experiments, methods, means and techniques should be rethought at a certain point, expanding the usual boundaries of common understanding of the grammar essence. A criterion for the necessity of this process and a unifying beginning is the figure of a person, speaking person.
Materials and Methods
This original research was carried out on the basis of synthesis and analysis of the accumulated traditional and new "non-traditional" knowledge and materials in the scientific and research humanitarian space about the communicative grammar of the Russian language. The diachronic, comparative-historical and comparativecomparative methods combined with the elements of discourse analysis enabled us to identify the anthropocentric (culturological) reasons for shifting the interests of grammarians from the linguistic system (traditional grammar) to its functioning ("non-traditional grammar" or grammar of the "speaker").
Results
A paradigm of the modern educational process undergone, on the one hand, some changes in comparison with the pedagogical principles of the XX century, on the other hand, it retained the methodical continuity, a "basis property" of the postulates of the basic approaches and techniques. Thus, at the end of the 20th century, the traditional approach based on a descriptive formal grammar was replaced by new principles of teaching and DOI 10.29042/2018 DOI 10.29042/ -2223 DOI 10.29042/ -2226 Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online) explanation in the practice of teaching the Russian language as a foreign language (hereinafter RFL); they came back to the directions that were called the "communicative grammar", "functional-communicative grammar" and "functional grammar" in the scientific discourse. However, should we talk about the emergence of a "different" -"unconventional» -grammar, opposed to "traditional" one? The variety of the names of "new" grammar is also alarming -functional, communicative, functional and communicative. Is their semantic content identical? At the first glance, formality, communication and functionality (in the light of the main -communicativelanguage function) cannot be recognized as characteristic features of grammar itself, so the question of contrasting formal and semantic grammars may seem meaningless. On the other hand, if we prefer not to the grammatical language structure, but to the science of it, this opposition acquires a different meaning in the light of the concept of two-sided nature of linguistic sign (form and content) and the existence of two possible approaches to the analysis of linguistic facts -onomasiological and semasiological. If we refer to the "New Dictionary of Methodological Terms and Concepts" [1, p. 50-51], the following methodically significant varieties are indicated in the article "Grammar": pedagogical (or traditional, practical), communicative (active or productive), functional, passive (or receptive). Pedagogical (or practical) grammar is aimed at teaching a foreign language, it is "a reduction of the grammatical material of the language studied in accordance with the aims of learning" [1, p. 51] . In fact this is a simplified formal grammar that also contains information on both cognitive activities of a person, contextual use of grammatical forms, as well as linguistic picture of the world of the language studied. Communicative (active, productive) grammar means "a language description that reveals the rules for functioning of the language units in speech, depending on the statement content" [1, p. 98] . In practice, such grammar sections may include "Expression of spatial relations", "Expression of temporary relations", etc. The thought movement is carried out in the direction from the content to the form (onomasiological approach) here. That is why this grammar is active: it is aimed at studying the functioning of grammatical constructions in speech (unlike traditional practical grammar, which represents the approach "from the form to the content" and thus represents the semasiological aspect of the study; it is passive (receptive) grammar). Information about the functional grammar is located in the specified dictionary in a separate dictionary entry, which is significant in itself. The term "functional grammar" is not synonymous with the term "communicative grammar", although they are united by many things: both varieties are active productive grammars with an onomasiological approach to the language facts. Thus, one can speak of a clear contrast between two directions in teaching grammar, depending on the orientation to the onomasiological or semasiological approach, to productive or receptive types of speech activity in the modern methods of teaching a foreign language. The obvious shift in the interests of grammarians to the "active" pole is a natural phenomenon. Thus, in the well-known work "Grammar as a Science about Human"G.A. Zolotova outlined the main drawback of traditional descriptive grammar and an important requirement of modern scientific approaches to grammar -to "humanize" the grammar, to return the speaker to it [2, p. 107-113]. According to T.M. Chirko and T.M. Lomova, today the effectiveness of teaching a foreign language is assessed "in terms of the formation of students' productive skills and abilities, as well as from the point of view of the adequacy of language tools they use to the purposes and conditions of communication" [3, p. 51-55] . So there is gradually a logical modification of the idea of grammar as an object of teaching the RFL -this is a kind of "reduced" version of formal descriptive grammar, which becomes a speech grammar. "Functional grammar has grown on the basis of a traditional one; it is the same grammar, but it is being updated, not frozen, but being in the development, dynamics, not closed to dissent, but open to new observations and arguments" [4, p. 72 ]. The idea is also confirmed by the position of A.V. Bondarko, who has believed that "the system-structural and functional directions form a unity, but it is far from equilibrium and the uniform distribution of its components" in the linguistic theory [5, p. 5] . It is also customary to distinguish three areas of functional and grammatical research in the modern Russian philology: 1) functional-communicative grammar (FCG), based on the concept of G. A. Zolotova; 2) the theory of functional grammar (TFG), developed by a group of scientists under the guidance of corresponding member of the RAS A. V. Bondarko; 3) applied theory of functional-communicative syntax (FCC) by M. V. Vsevolodova. 1) Functional-communicative grammar connects the system concept of grammar and text analysis: significant units of language are analyzed in connection with the communicative activity of the speaker, the main object of study is the text and its grammatical models [4, p. 72].
2) The theory of functional grammar is represented by the works of scientists of the St. Petersburg school of functional grammar that have seen the value of grammatical analysis in studying the content of Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online) categories studied and in such a correlation of this content with the form of linguistic expression that seeks to reveal the effect of the form on the representation of actualized semantics. The TFG creates a classification, system-descriptive model of categorical grammar that the Russian grammar system describes in a series of grammars of other languages, referring to the comparison aspects, unlike the FCG, which refers to the text of one language and analyzes the speaker as the creator of this text. Both TFG and FCG, in contrast to the "traditional" grammar, are focused on the study of how the grammar functions, and not how it is arranged. "Functioning of the units of the language structure (grammatical forms of the word, syntactic constructions and "construction lexemes") is implemented in interaction with elements of the intralinguistic and extralinguistic environment. Inclusion of this interaction in the field of research and description expands it, but it does not contradict the existing understanding of the essence of grammar, since the categorical basis of linguistic structure remains the focus of attention" [5, p. 7] . Thus, the analysis of any grammatical phenomenon presupposes a two-unit view of the student: from language position and from speech position.
3) Functional-communicative syntax (FCC) combines the tasks of teaching the RFL (functional-communicative approach) and the science of Russian language (formaldescriptive and semantic approaches), describing linguistic methods of Russian speech generation. The task of such an approach to teaching language is formulated by M. V. Vsevolodova as forming the "linguistic thinking", teaching "the language understanding as a communicative system that will enable it to be seen from the "inside" and present the possibility of other meaning configurations, other means of expression and mechanisms that operate these means in other languages" [6, p. 4] . The main objects of FCC description are: content plan (semantic speech spacelexical, grammatical and lexical-grammatical semes and their value systems, which form functional-semantic categories and functional-semantic fields); expression plan (formal language units -syntaxum and utteranceand objects of study -word combination and text); language mechanisms that ensure the emergence and functioning of speech constructions. The FCC concept declares the organizing role of syntax, so the central unit of study and learning is a sentence (statement) for the concept supporters, where a discourse is declared the only functioning field. Thus, it is obvious that three directions presented demonstrate a view on grammar as an instrument of communication, the attribute of the speaking person, subordinate to the pragmatist of the speaker and semantic In the domestic science the basis of the communicative grammar of the Russian language was laid by G. A. Zolotova, opposing the basic methods of "traditional" descriptive grammar to the "non-traditional" grammar (explanatory or communicative) and referring to the phenomenon of triune essence of a language unit (meaning, form and function) as the basis of the speech grammar. The modern methodology of teaching the RFL presupposes the obligatory inclusion of grammatical aspect in the speech and discourse [7, 8, 9, 10] , the formation of communicative and sociolinguistic competence of students in grammar classes [11, 12] .
Summary
So, in the framework of communicative grammar, the grammatical structure of a specific language is considered in accordance with the spirit of the anthropocentrism ideas as a tool for communication and thinking, of cognition of the surrounding reality, receives the status of a mentally conditioned category. The modern methods of teaching the RFL borrowed from communicative grammar not only the basic approach to language, but the individual principles of working with modeling the units of discursive practice of the speaking person as well. The speech grammar is based on the achievements of the traditional formal-descriptive grammar (language grammar), although it is opposed to it in many respects. The learning goal is immersion in the discursive language space and its development through the syntactic models (from word-combinations to text). Mastering grammar is considered as a necessary condition for immersion in the space of another's language and acquaintance with the basic features of the language picture of the world of the foreign language speakers.
